Inhibition of Auxin Transport from the Ovary or from the Apical Shoot Induces Parthenocarpic Fruit-Set in Tomato Mediated by Gibberellins
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Fruit-set in tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) depends on gibberellins and auxins (GAs). Here, we show, using the cv MicroTom, that application of N-1-naphthylphthalamic acid (NPA; an inhibitor of auxin transport) to unpollinated ovaries induced parthenocarpic fruit-set, associated with an increase of indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) content, and that this effect was negated by paclobutrazol (an inhibitor of GA biosynthesis). NPA-induced ovaries contained higher content of GA, (an active GA) and transcripts of GA biosynthetic genes (SlCPS, SlGA20ox1, and -2). Interestingly, application of NPA to pollinated ovaries prevented their growth, potentially due to supraoptimal IAA accumulation. Plant decapitation and inhibition of auxin transport by NPA from the apical shoot also induced parthenocarpic fruit growth of unpollinated ovaries. Application of IAA to the severed stump negated the plant decapitation effect, indicating that the apical shoot prevents unpollinated ovary growth through IAA transport. Parthenocarpic fruit growth induced by plant decapitation was associated with high levels of GA, and was counteracted by paclobutrazol treatment. Plant decapitation also produced changes in transcript levels of genes encoding enzymes of GA biosynthesis (SlCPS and SIGA20ox1) in the ovary, quite similar to those found in NPA-induced fruits. All these results suggest that auxin can have opposing effects on fruit-set, either inducing (when accumulated in the ovary) or repressing (when transported from the apical shoot) that process, and that GAs act as mediators in both cases. The effect of NPA application and decapitation on fruit-set induction was also observed in MicroTom lines bearing introgressed DWF and SELF-PRUNING wild-type alleles.

Fruit-set is the transition from the static condition of the ovary in the full developed flower to the active metabolic condition following pollination and fertilization (Leopold and Scott, 1952). Plant hormone quantification and application of plant growth substances to unpollinated and pollinated ovaries in diverse species have led to the conclusion that fruit-set depends on hormones synthesized in the developing seeds and/or ovary following pollination and fertilization (Abad and Monteiro, 1989; Gillaspy et al., 1993; García-Martínez and Hedden, 1997). Gibberellins and auxins (GAs) are considered the main compounds involved in that process.

In tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), application of diverse GAs and inhibitors of GA biosynthesis (Fos et al., 2000, 2001; Gorguet et al., 2005; Serrani et al., 2007b) and determination of GA levels (Bohner et al., 1988; Koshioka et al., 1994; Fos et al., 2000) have shown that fruit-set depends on GAs. The involvement of the SDELLA repressor in this process has also been demonstrated (Martí et al., 2007). In pollinated ovaries, GA content increases as a result of higher GA 20-oxidase (GA20ox) metabolic activity associated with an increase of GA20ox transcripts (Martí et al., 2007; Olimpieri et al., 2007; Serrani et al., 2007b; for a scheme of the GA metabolic pathway, see Supplemental Fig. S1). In addition to GAs, auxin application (Abad and Monteiro, 1989; Koshioka et al., 1994; Alabadi et al., 1996; Ramin, 2003; Serrani et al., 2007a) and ectopic expression of genes encoding enzymes of auxin biosynthesis (Pandolfini et al., 2002) can also induce fruit-set in tomato. Early growth of tomato fruit has been associated with an increase of indole-3-acetic acid (IAA; Varga and Bruinsma, 1976) and IAA-like substances (Mapelli et al., 1978). More recently, the AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR8 (ARF8) from Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana; Goetz et al., 2006) and
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tomato (Goetz et al., 2007), ARF7 from tomato (de Jong et al., 2009b), and the Aux/IAA protein IAA9 from tomato (Wang et al., 2005) have been characterized as transcription factors from the auxin signaling pathway that repress fruit-set in the absence of fertilization. All these results support the idea that auxins are also involved in tomato fruit-set (Pandolfini et al., 2007; de Jong et al., 2009a).

Application of auxin transport inhibitors to unpollinated ovaries induces parthenocarpic fruit-set in cucumber (Cucumis sativus; Beyer and Quebedeaux, 1974) associated with auxin accumulation in the ovary (Kim et al., 1992). In the case of pollinated tomato, ovaries treated with 2,3,5-triodobenzoic acid (TIBA; an inhibitor of auxin transport) had reduced seed and fruit size and blossom-end rot occurrence was higher, although the fruits contained higher levels of IAA than untreated fruits (Hamamoto et al., 1998). This effect has also been found in parthenocarpic tomatoes induced with diverse auxin transport inhibitors (Banuelos et al., 1987).

It is known that there is competition between vegetative and reproductive growth (Tamas, 1995). For instance, pea (Pisum sativum) fruit development reduces apical shoot growth, and this effect is proportional to the number of growing fruits (Garcia-Martinez and Beltran, 1992), while reduction of vegetative growth by application of plant growth retardants (Davis and Curry, 1991) or mechanical elimination of apical and axillary shoots in grape (Vitis vinifera; Coombe, 1962) and apple (Malus domestica; Quinlan and Preston, 1971) favors fruit growth. In the case of pea, plant decapitation not only increases growth of pollinated ovaries but also induces parthenocarpic growth of unpollinated ovaries (Carbonell and Garcia-Martinez, 1980). The inductive effect of plant decapitation on parthenocarpic growth in pea is negated by IAA applied to the stump (Rodrigo and Garcia-Martinez, 1998). The mutant gie of pea has enhanced IAA transport from the apical shoot and significantly reduced response of unpollinated ovaries to applied GA3 (Rodrigo et al., 1998). It has also been found that diffusible IAA is involved in the correlative signal regulating dominance relationships between fruits, and also between fruits and shoots, in apple and tomato (Gruber and Bangerth, 1990). All these results suggest that the repressive effect of the apical shoot on fruit-set is mediated by auxin.

In this work, we have investigated the roles of auxins transported from the ovary and from the apical shoot in fruit-set and growth in tomato using the cv MicroTom (MT). This cultivar has been reported and used as a convenient model system to investigate diverse aspects of developmental regulation (Meissner et al., 1997; Serrani et al., 2007a; Wang et al., 2009; Campos et al., 2010). However, the presence of several mutations (mainly dwarf [d] and self-pruning [sp], affecting brassinosteroid biosynthesis and responsible for its determinate phenotype, respectively) has suggested that some caution is required when obtaining data using this cultivar (Martí et al., 2006). For this reason, in addition to MT, we have also used plants bearing introgressed D and Sp wild-type alleles (MT-D and MT-SP lines) to validate the most relevant data. Application of N-1-naphthylphthalamic acid (NPA; an auxin transport inhibitor) causes IAA to accumulate in both unpollinated and pollinated ovaries, showing that there is basal auxin biosynthesis in the ovary even in the absence of pollination and fertilization. Interestingly, NPA was able to induce parthenocarpic growth of unpollinated ovaries but prevented the growth of pollinated ovaries. Plant decapitation and NPA application to the apical shoot also induced parthenocarpic growth. This effect is mediated by auxin through a change of GA metabolism in unpollinated ovaries due mainly to increases of CPS (for copalyl diphosphate synthase) and GA20ox transcript levels.

**RESULTS**

**Auxin from the Ovary and the Apical Shoot Is Transported Basipetally**

To investigate whether auxin is transported basipetally from the ovary, we first applied auxin directly to the unpollinated ovary or to the pedicel and examined parthenocarpic fruit-set and growth. As expected from previous results of our laboratory (Serrani et al., 2007a), application of three different auxins (IAA, 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid [2,4-D], and α-naphthalaminoecetic acid [NAA]) to unpollinated ovaries induced 100% parthenocarpic fruit growth. However, when the natural auxin IAA was applied to the pedicel, no fruit-set was obtained (Fig. 1A). In the case of the synthetic auxins 2,4-D and NAA, the size of fruits induced by pedicel application was significantly smaller compared with ovary application, and fruit-set of NAA-induced fruits was also less than 100% (Fig. 1A). These results suggest that auxin is not (in the case of IAA) or is poorly (in the cases of 2,4-D and NAA) transported to the ovary. To assay auxin transport directly, we applied [3H]IAA to unpollinated and pollinated ovaries without or with NPA (an inhibitor of auxin transport) to the pedicel in lanolin, and 2 d later the amount of 3H was determined in the ovary and the pedicel. In both kinds of ovaries, NPA treatment increased significantly the amount of 3H remaining in the ovary while reducing the amount transported basipetally to the pedicel (Fig. 1B). When [3H]IAA was applied to the pedicel, no radioactivity could be detected in the ovary (data not shown). In a parallel experiment, we found by HPLC that at least 36% of radioactivity in the pedicel was recovered as a compound with the same retention time as [3H]IAA (Supplemental Fig. S2C). Metabolism of part of the applied [3H]IAA may have occurred either during or after transport in the target tissues.

Auxin transport from the apical shoot was also analyzed by applying [3H]IAA to the apex, in the absence and presence of NPA applied immediately below the
apex in lanolin, and determining the amount of \(^{3}H\) in lower stem sections (b and d in Fig. 1C) and ovary pedicel (c in Fig. 1C). Radioactivity was found in the stem sections, and its amount was significantly reduced by NPA (Fig. 1C). In this case, about 42% of recovered radioactivity was \(^{3}H\)IAA, according to HPLC retention time (Supplemental Fig. S2E). In contrast, essentially no \(^{3}H\) was found in the ovary pedicel (or in the ovary; data not shown) without or with NPA (Fig. 1C), supporting the hypothesis that IAA from the apex was also transported basipetally through the stem but that it was unable to enter into the pedicel and ovary.

**Inhibition of Auxin Transport from the Ovary Induces Fruit Growth of Unpollinated Ovaries But Negates That of Pollinated Ovaries**

Unpollinated ovaries of MT, MT-D, and MT-SP plants did not set, while application of NPA to the pedicel of those ovaries at the time equivalent to anthesis induced 100% parthenocarpic fruit-set (Fig. 2A). The size of the three kinds of parthenocarpic fruits was similar to that of pollinated fruits (Fig. 2A). In contrast, NPA application to the pedicel of pollinated ovaries completely blocked fruit-set in MT and MT-SP plants and was reduced to almost 50% in MT-D plants (Fig. 2A). The lower effect of NPA in decreasing fruit-set of pollinated MT-D ovaries may be due to the more vigorous growth of MT-D compared with MT and MT-SP plants (Supplemental Fig. S3), which may reduce the efficiency of the dose of NPA used in the experiment. The opposite effect of NPA application on unpollinated and pollinated ovaries can be well visualized in Figure 2B for MT. Application of TIBA (another auxin transport inhibitor) to the pedicel did not enhance fruit-set of unpollinated ovaries, although fruit-set of pollinated ovaries was reduced associated with a slight decrease in the number of seeds per fruit (from 19 ± 2 to 14 ± 2; Fig. 2C). IAA concentration in pollinated ovaries was double that in unpollinated ovaries (about 20 pg mg\(^{-1}\) versus 10 pg mg\(^{-1}\), respectively; Fig. 2D). As expected, NPA application enhanced IAA levels equally in both kinds of ovaries (five to six times), although the absolute concentration in pollinated ovaries (120 pg mg\(^{-1}\) fresh weight) was about 2.5-fold higher than in unpollinated ovaries (Fig. 2D).

Application of NPA simultaneously with IAA and GA\(_3\) enhanced final fruit growth induced by those hormones (Fig. 3). This effect was probably due to the accumulation of IAA in the ovary produced by NPA, leading to an additional effect over that induced by the exogenous hormones. Since induced accumulation of endogenous IAA by NPA had an added effect on applied IAA, this also suggests that the relatively high dose of exogenous IAA (2,000 ng) was not saturated, probably because of degradation or transport difficulty. In contrast, a dose effect of 2,4-D on the response to NPA was observed (Fig. 3): additional at 2 ng, none at 20 ng, and negative at 200 and 2,000 ng of 2,4-D, in the last two cases probably due to an overdose (Fig. 3). The amount of 2,000 ng of 2,4-D clearly had a toxic effect by itself (Fig. 3).

**Induction of Fruit-Set and Growth by NPA Applied to the Pedicel Is Mediated by GAs**

The effect of NPA on fruit-set and growth of unpollinated ovaries from MT, MT-D, and MT-SP

---

Figure 1. Auxin transport in the ovary and apical shoot. A, Comparative effects of IAA, 2,4-D, and NAA application directly to unpollinated ovary versus pedicel on fruit-set and growth. Hormone application was carried out at day 0 to the ovary (in 10 \(\mu\)L of solution at concentrations of 200 ng \(\mu\)L\(^{-1}\) IAA, 20 ng \(\mu\)L\(^{-1}\) 2,4-D, and 200 ng \(\mu\)L\(^{-1}\) NAA) or to the pedicel (in about 20 mg of lanolin at concentrations 10 times higher than to the ovary), and fruits were collected at day 20. Pollinated (Poll.) and unpollinated (Unpoll.) control (C) ovaries were treated with the same volume of solvent solution to the ovary or pedicel (c in Fig. 1C). Data are means of developed fruits ± se (\(n = 12\)). The value in parentheses indicates the number of fruits developed from the 12 ovaries treated; absence of that notation means 100% fruit set. B, Inhibition of basipetal \(^{3}H\)IAA transport applied to the vegetative apex (1,670 Bq per ovary) by NPA in lanolin (1.5 mg g\(^{-1}\)) applied to the pedicel (d in Fig. 1C). Weight values are means of developed ovaries (\(n = 3\), 15 ovaries and pedicels per replicate). Asterisks denote significant differences (\(P < 0.05\), Student’s t test) between untreated and treated tissues. C, Inhibition of basipetal \(^{3}H\)IAA transport applied to the vegetative apex (1,670 Bq per ovary) by NPA in lanolin (1.5 mg g\(^{-1}\)) applied below the vegetative apex. The applications were made at day 0, and the material (ovaries and pedicels) was collected 48 h later. Data are means ± se (\(n = 3\), 15 ovaries and pedicels per replicate). Asterisks denote significant differences (\(P < 0.05\)) between untreated and treated tissues.
plants was abolished by watering the plants with paclobutrazol (PAC; an inhibitor of GA biosynthesis). The effect of PAC on fruit-set was fully reversed, and that on fruit size was partially reversed, by exogenous GA3 application to the ovary (Fig. 4A). We also found that PAC completely negated tomato fruit-set induced by the natural auxin IAA applied to the ovary of MT plants and that GA3 reversed this effect (Fig. 4B). This kind of PAC treatment had no effect on vegetative growth of the plant (data not shown), suggesting that fruit-set induced by IAA accumulated in the ovary following NPA application was mediated by GAs. To assess this hypothesis, we quantified GAs from the early-13-hydroxylation pathway (the most relevant in tomato fruit; Fos et al., 2000) in 10-d-old NPA-treated ovaries from MT plants (Table I). The levels of GA1 (the active GA; 3.0 ng g⁻¹) and of its GA44, GA19, and GA20 precursors (particularly of GA20) and metabolite (GA8) were much higher than those of unpollinated non-treated ovaries of the same age (Table I).

Fruit-set in tomato induced by pollination (Serrani et al., 2007b) or auxin application (Serrani et al., 2008) depends on their effect on GA metabolism. We determined whether NPA treatment of unpollinated ovaries also changed transcript levels of genes encoding enzymes of GA biosynthesis (SlCPS, SlGA20ox1, -2, -3, and -4, and SlGA3ox1 and -2) and catabolism (SlGA2ox1, -2, -3, -4, and -5) by quantitative reverse transcription (RT)-PCR analysis at day 0 (day equivalent to anthesis) and 10 and 20 d later. Transcript levels of SlCPS were higher in NPA-treated ovaries 10 and 20 d after treatment (Fig. 5A). SlGA20ox1 and -2 transcript contents were also clearly higher after 10 d of treatment. Transcript accumulation of SlGA3ox1 and -2 was relatively high at day 0 and decreased later, although that of SlGA3ox1 remained slightly higher in NPA-treated ovaries than in control ovaries at day 10 and those of SlGA3ox2 remained slightly higher at day 10 and day 20. Transcript content of all SlGA2ox genes was relatively low in day-0 ovaries, and that of SlGA2ox3 increased later on, being higher in NPA-treated ovaries than in control ovaries at day 10 but lower at day 20. These results support the hypothesis that the accumulation of IAA in unpollinated ovaries treated with NPA induces fruit-set and growth through the increase of GA biosynthesis.
Basipetal Transport of IAA from the Apical Shoot Inhibits Fruit-Set and Growth

Elimination of the apical shoot (plant decapitation) induced parthenocarpic fruit-set and growth of unpollinated ovaries in MT, MT-D, and MT-SP plants (Fig. 6A). Interestingly, application of NPA just below the intact apical shoot to prevent IAA transport also induced parthenocarpic growth (Fig. 6A), suggesting that the apical shoot inhibits ovary growth through basipetal auxin transport. This hypothesis was supported by the observation that the positive effect of decapitation on fruit-set induction was fully negated by the application of IAA to the severed shoot (Fig. 6A). It is important to note that, as shown before (Fig. 1C), [3H]IAA applied to the shoot was transported basipetally without entering into the ovary.

Induction of Fruit-Set by Plant Decapitation Is Mediated by GAs

To investigate the possibility that the effect of plant decapitation on fruit-set induction may be mediated by GAs, we watered decapitated plants with PAC and found that fruit-set was completely inhibited (Fig. 6B). Application of GA3 to unpollinated ovaries from decapitated and PAC-treated plants restored fruit-set and growth (Fig. 6B), suggesting that GAs play a role in plant decapitation-induced parthenocarpy. This hypothesis was also supported by results from GA quantification of parthenocarpic fruits that developed in MT decapitated plants. These fruits contained elevated concentrations of GA1 (5.7 ng g⁻¹) and its precursors (GA53, GA44, GA19, and GA20) and GA8 metabolite (Table I) compared with unpollinated ovaries in intact plants, even higher than those developed upon NPA application described earlier (Table I).

Transcript levels of genes encoding enzymes of GA biosynthesis (SlCPS, SlGA20ox, and SlGA3ox) and GA catabolism (SlGA2ox) were determined in unpollinated ovaries from intact and decapitated plants at days 0, 10, and 20 post decapitation. Transcript contents of SlCPS and SlGA2oxI were much higher in ovaries from decapitated plants than from intact plants (Fig. 7, A and B). SlGA3ox1 and -2 transcript levels decreased after day 0, and no apparent effect of decapitation was observed (Fig. 7C). In the case of SlGA2ox genes, the level of SlGA2ox3 transcript increased in decapitated ovaries at day 10 but was lower than those of intact plants at day 20. The level of SlGA2ox5 transcripts was lower in ovaries from decapitated plants, but only at day 20 (Fig. 7D). The increases of SlCPS and SlGA2ox1 transcripts were similar to those found in NPA-treated unpollinated ovaries; therefore, they are in agreement with the hypothesis that fruit-set induction by decapitation is mediated by GAs through induction of GA biosynthesis.

DISCUSSION

Our results show that IAA is transported basipetally both from the ovary and from the apical shoot. This conclusion is based on the following evidence: (1) IAA...
induced fruit-set efficiently when applied directly to unpollinated ovary but not when applied to the pedicel; (2) no $^3$H was found in the ovary when $[^3$H]IAA was applied to the pedicel; and (3) NPA (an auxin transport inhibitor) blocked transport of $[^3$H]IAA from the ovary to the pedicel and from the apex to the stem. In all these cases, it was confirmed that about 40% of $^3$H recovered in the target tissues remained as $[^3$H]IAA. This agrees with the poor transport into the ovary of IAA applied to the pedicel described previously (Homan, 1964) and with the basipetal polar transport of IAA found in the tomato fruit pedicel (Sastry and Muir, 1965). It is generally accepted that auxins are transported basipetally in different organs like roots, coleoptiles, and stem segments of diverse species and that this polar transport is the result of the basal cellular localization of auxin transporters (Morris et al., 2004). This is in contrast with the nonpolar transport of GAs demonstrated before by $[^3$H]GA, moving equally in the two directions of pea stems (Clor, 1967) and freely in the plant when applied to vegetative and reproductive tissues of pea (Peretó et al., 1988) and tomato (Couillerot, 1981).

Unpollinated and pollinated 10-d-old tomato ovaries contained IAA, although more in the latter than in the former (about twice as much; Fig. 2D). A maximum of auxin-like activity was found in pollinated tomato ovaries 10 d after anthesis (Mapelli et al., 1978). IAA in pollinated ovaries may come from the developing fertilized ovules (seeds), which are known to contain high levels of IAA (Varga and Bruinsma, 1976). However, unpollinated ovaries have not been reported previously to contain IAA, and our results suggest that they have basal IAA biosynthesis even in the absence of pollination/fertilization. It is not known whether this IAA is present in unfertilized ovules, pericarp tissues, or both. Application of NPA induced parthenocarpic fruit-set of unpollinated ovaries (Fig. 2, A and B) and accumulation of IAA both in unpollinated and pollinated ovaries (Fig. 2D), supporting the hypothesis that IAA biosynthesis is taking place in both kinds of ovaries, although in the case of unpollinated ovaries probably only at the basal rate compared with pollinated ones. Most interesting, since IAA level in unpollinated NPA-treated ovaries was about twice that of untreated pollinated ovaries, this suggests that NPA-induced parthenocarpy was the result of IAA accumulation. Moreover, pollinated ovaries treated with NPA had even higher IAA levels due to blockage of its transport out of the ovary and failed to set fruit. Together, these results suggest that an optimal IAA level is necessary to promote fruit growth.
parthenocarpic growth by morphactin, an inhibitor of auxin transport, has been described in cucumber (Beyer and Quebedeaux, 1974). The application of TIBA, another inhibitor of auxin transport, to unpollinated tomato ovaries did not induce parthenocarpy. However, pollinated ovaries treated with TIBA displayed reduced fruit-set and growth and the developed fruits had lower numbers of seeds (Fig. 2C). A negative effect of TIBA on fruit growth and seed development was also observed by Hamamoto et al. (1998). The different effects of both kinds of auxin transport inhibitors were probably due to TIBA being less efficient than NPA in blocking IAA transport. Our results raise the importance of auxin homeostasis in the ovary for appropriate control of fruit-set and growth. This conclusion is further strengthened by the observation that additional accumulation of endogenous IAA as a result of IAA blockage transport by NPA may have a negative effect on 2,4-D fruit-set induction (Fig. 3).

Parthenocarpic growth induced by NPA applied to the pedicel or by IAA directly to the ovary was inhibited by PAC, an inhibitor of GA biosynthesis (Fig. 4). Moreover, NPA application induced elevated GA contents (of active GA1 and its precursors and metabolite) in MT ovaries (Table I). NPA application to unpollinated ovaries also increased transcript levels of SlCPS, SIGA20ox1 and -2, and SIGA3ox1 and -2 (Fig. 5). Interestingly, the enhancement of these transcript levels by NPA was quite similar to that found previously by application of 2,4-D to unpollinated ovaries (Serrani et al., 2008), strongly suggesting that parthenocarpic growth induced by IAA accumulation in NPA-treated ovaries is mediated by GAs through an increase of GA biosynthesis. It is of interest that, as occurs in pollinated ovaries (Serrani et al., 2007b), there is also an increase of SlCPS transcript content both after 2,4-D application (Serrani et al., 2008) and NPA treatment (Fig. 5A). However, since overexpression of AtCPS in Arabidopsis increased ent-kaurene but not active GA content (Fleet et al., 2003), we do not know the possible role of SlCPS increase in active GA homeostasis in relation to tomato fruit-set. An important difference between the results obtained by exogenous 2,4-D (Serrani et al., 2008) and NPA (this work) application was the absence of down-regulation of SIGA2ox2 expression in the last case. This may be due to different effects on gene expression between synthetic (2,4-D) and natural (IAA) auxin, or between the ways of increasing auxin content in the ovary (applied exogenously or by blocking IAA transport with NPA). Our conclusion on the mediation of GAs in auxin-induced fruit-set is also supported by the previous observation that parthenocarpic fruit growth in tomato by auxin application is also substantially reduced in the presence of GA biosynthesis inhibitors (Serrani et al., 2008). The increase of SIGA2ox3 transcript content found in NPA-induced ovaries (Fig. 5D) may be a consequence of the well-known positive feedback effect of GA on the expression of this kind of GA-inactivating enzymes (Yamaguchi, 2008).

Tomato plant decapitation induced parthenocarpic growth, and the effect of decapitation was reversed by IAA applied to the stump (Fig. 6A). These results indicate that the apical shoot inhibits tomato ovary growth through basipetal auxin transport. This phenomenon was similar to that described in pea, where decapitation also induces parthenocarpic growth (Carbonell and García-Martínez, 1980) and IAA application reverses that induction (Rodrigo and García-Martínez, 1998). This resembles the so-called apical dominance phenomenon, where basipetal IAA transport from the apex inhibits axillary bud growth (Tamas, 1995; Dun et al., 2006; Ongaro and Leyser, 2008). In both cases, IAA inhibition (of axillary bud

![Figure 6. Induction of parthenocarpic fruit-set and growth of unpollinated ovaries by plant decapitation. A, Effects of plant decapitation (Decap.) and application of NPA to the apical shoot of intact MT, MT-D, and MT-SP plants, and reversion of the plant decapitation effect by IAA. Data are means ± se (n = 16 for MT and MT-D, n = 5 for MT-SP). C, Control. The inset is a scheme indicating the sites of NPA and IAA application. B, PAC inhibition of fruit-set induced by plant decapitation, and reversion by GA3 in MT, MT-D, and MT-SP plants. Data are means ± se (n = 16). NPA (1.5 mg g⁻¹) and IAA (1 mg g⁻¹) were applied to the apical shoot in lanolin (see inset in A), and GA3 (2,000 ng) was applied to the ovary in 10 μL of solution, at day 0, and materials was collected at day 20. PAC was applied as 10⁻³ M solution to the roots from day −7 every 2 d. Plant decapitation was done at day 0.](image-url)
and ovary growth) is carried out without the hormone entering the inhibited organ, so the auxin moving in the stem must act indirectly, and an unknown secondary signal(s) may be necessary to mediate the auxin effect. In contrast to apical dominance, where cytokinins and strigolactones have also been shown to be involved in shoot branching (Dun et al., 2006; Ongaro and Leyser, 2008), evidence on a secondary signal in the case of ovary growth inhibition by the apical shoot is scarce. In the case of pea, abscisic acid accumulates in unpollinated ovaries, and blockage of IAA transport from the apical shoot by TIBA prevents that accumulation, although it was not sufficient to trigger parthenocarpy (Rodrigo and García-Martínez, 1998). Based on results of transcriptome analysis, it has been proposed that abscisic acid and ethylene may have an antagonistic function to auxin and GAs to keep the tomato ovary in a dormant state before pollination and fertilization (Vriezen et al., 2007). Cytokinins have also been suggested as mediators between IAA from the apical shoot and fruit development (Rodrigo et al., 1998; Bangerth et al., 2000). In contrast to the second messenger theory, Bangerth (1989) proposed the “primigenic dominance” hypothesis, where the polar IAA export of the earlier developed sink (in our case, the shoot apex) inhibits the IAA export of later developed sinks (in our case, the unpollinated ovary); the depressed IAA export of the subordinated sink would act as the signal leading to inhibited ovary development, unless strong IAA biosynthesis and export occur as a result of pollination and ovule fertilization. A corollary of this hypothesis is that auxin needs to be transported out of the pollinated ovary for fruit-set. However, the observations that parthenocarpic fruit-set can be induced in unpollinated ovaries by blocking auxin transport with NPA (Fig. 2), and that the response to different hormones is enhanced by NPA (Fig. 3), do not support that hypothesis.

We have found that the inhibitory effect of tomato ovary growth by IAA transported from the apex seems to be mediated by preventing the synthesis of active GA. This conclusion is supported by the following evidence: (1) no parthenocarpic growth occurred in decapitated plants treated with PAC, but GA₃ counteracted the effect of PAC (Fig. 6B); (2) the concentration of active GA₁ and its precursors was much higher in ovaries from decapitated plants (where basipetal auxin transport from the apex did not occur) than in ovaries from intact plants (Table I); and (3) transcript levels of SlCPS and SlGA20ox1, genes encoding enzymes of GA biosynthesis, increased upon decapitation of the plant (Fig. 7). Therefore, we propose that the

---

**Figure 7.** Effects of plant decapitation on transcript levels of genes of GA biosynthesis and inactivation in unpollinated ovaries. A, SlCPS. B, SlGA20ox1, -2, -3, and -4. C, GA3ox1 and -2. D, SlGA2ox1, -2, -3, -4, and -5. Plant decapitation (Decap.) was carried out at day 0, and ovaries were collected 10 and 20 d later. -, Control; +, decapitated plants. The values are means of three biological replicates ± se.
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Figure 8. Proposed model for auxin (from the ovary and from the apical shoot)-GA interaction on parthenocarpic fruit-set. Auxin accumulated in unpollinated ovary upon NPA application and auxin transported from the apical shoot (without entering in the ovary) regulate GA metabolism genes in the ovary in opposite ways, associated with induction (auxin in the ovary) and repression (auxin from the apical shoot) of fruit-set. For clarity, only GA20ox1, the main GA20ox gene regulated in both cases, is given in the scheme. GA20ox2, GA3ox1, and GA3ox2 transcript levels also increased in NPA-induced ovaries at day 10 after treatment but not in decapitated plants. The question mark (?) means that IAA from the apex does not need to enter the ovary for fruit-set inhibition and that this effect depends on unknown second messenger(s). GGPP, Geranylgeranyl diphosphate.

Inhibitory effect of IAA transported basipetally from the apical shoot on fruit-set is carried out through inhibiting GA biosynthesis in the ovary. As a result, removal of the apical shoot should increase in the ovary the concentration of GAs, hormones responsible for fruit-set in tomato (Fos et al., 2000, 2001; Martí et al., 2007; Olimpieri et al., 2007; Serrani et al., 2007b, 2008). Auxins have been found to regulate GA metabolism in vegetative tissues of pea (O’Neill and Ross, 2002) and Arabidopsis (Frigieri et al., 2006) and in fruits of pea (Ngo et al., 2002; Ozga et al., 2003) and tomato (Serrani et al., 2008; this work). However, in contrast to these cases, where auxins applied or present in the target organs alter GA metabolism, leading to enhanced active GA concentration, we hypothesize that in our case the effect of auxin transported from the apex seems to prevent those GA metabolic changes without entering in the ovary through a still unknown secondary messenger, which would avoid the accumulation of active GA in this organ and thus fruit-set.

In summary, as shown in the scheme in Figure 8, our results show that IAA synthesized both in the ovary and in the apical shoot controls fruit-set in tomato. Since IAA synthesis occurs at a very low level in the ovary, the positive effect of IAA from the ovary on fruit-set was only observed upon blockage of its transport (which produced IAA accumulation in the ovary) using an auxin transport inhibitor (NPA). In the case of auxin from the apical shoot, its negative effect on fruit-set occurs without entering the ovary through a still unknown second messenger (?) in Fig. 8 and was relieved by blocking its transport with NPA or by plant decapitation. Interestingly, in both cases, the effect of auxin on fruit-set and growth was correlated with changes of GA metabolism in the unpollinated ovary. Auxin accumulated in the ovary enhanced transcript levels of genes encoding GA biosynthetic enzymes (SICPS, GA20ox1, and GA20ox2 to a lesser extent), thus inducing fruit-set. In contrast, auxin from the apical shoot seems to prevent the increase of transcript levels of genes encoding GA biosynthetic enzymes (SICPS and SIGA20ox1), therefore avoiding fruit-set of unpollinated ovaries. The results presented in this article were obtained with MT, whose use has been described and should be taken with caution due to the presence of several mutations in that cultivar. However, the main results were also confirmed with MT lines carrying wild-type D and Sp genes. Therefore, it can also be concluded that at least the d and sp mutations (which reduce brassinosteroid content and induce a determinate phenotype, respectively) do not affect the conclusions raised in this work.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Material and Growth Conditions

Plants of tomato (Solanum lycopersicum ‘MicroTom’; Meissner et al., 1997) were used in the experiments. MT-D and MT-SP plants (BC6F2) carrying the D and Sp wild-type alleles, respectively, were also used (isolation of those lines was carried out using the protocol described by Zsógor et al. [2008]; see plant phenotypes in Supplemental Fig. S3). The plants (one per pot) were grown in 1-L pots with a mixture of peat:vermiculite (1:1) in a greenhouse under 24°C day/20°C night conditions and irrigated daily with Hoagland solution. Natural light was supplemented with Osram lamps (Powerstar HQI-BT, 400 W) to get a 16-h-light photoperiod. Only one flower per truss and the first two trusses were left per plant for the experiments, as described previously (Serrani et al., 2007a), unless otherwise stated. Flower emasculation was carried out 2 d before anthesis (day −2) to prevent self-pollination. All nonselected flowers were removed.

Plant decapitation was performed by severing about 1 cm of the apical shoot the day equivalent to anthesis of the flowers (day 0). Only two flowers per plant, from the first two bunches, emasculated the same day were used in this kind of experiment. All the axillary buds that developed as a result of plant decapitation were removed to prevent competition with developing fruits.

Application of Plant Growth Substances and Inhibitors

Application to unpollinated ovaries of the auxins IAA, 2,4-D, and NAA and of GA3 (all reagents from Duchefa) was carried out at the concentration specified for each experiment on the day equivalent to anthesis (day 0) in 10 μL of 5% ethanol and 0.1% Tween 80 (Sigma-Aldrich) solution. IAA was also applied to the stump of severed apical shoots in lanolin (10 mg g−1 lanolin paste; prepared by mixing 2.75 g of lanolin, 450 μL of Tween 80, 100 μL of distilled water, and 33 mg of IAA). Application of IAA, 2,4-D, NAA, and GA3 was also carried out on pedicels of unpollinated flowers in lanolin paste (all at concentrations of 1 mg g−1; prepared as described before) on the day equivalent to anthesis. PAC (an inhibitor of GA biosynthesis; Duchefa) was applied to the roots in the nutrient solution at 10−5 M every 2 d, starting when flowers on which the effect of the inhibitor was going to be determined were about 7 d before anthesis (3–4 mm bud size) so it would be transported in time to the ovary. NPA and TIBA (inhibitors of auxin transport; Duchefa) were applied in solution to the ovaries (5 μg, in 10 μL) or in lanolin (1.5 mg g−1).
lanolin) to ovary pedicels and to apical shoots. Control ovaries were treated with the same volume of solvent solution or amount of lanolin.

**Determination of [3H]IAA Transport Applied to Ovaries and Apical Shoot**

Tritium-labeled IAA ([5-3H]IAA; specific activity of 925 GBq mmol⁻¹; Amersham Biosciences) was applied to unpollinated ovaries (less than 2 mg fresh weight, after removing petals and anthers from bud flowers just before anthesis) or to apical shoots (1,670 Bq per ovary or apical shoot) in 10 μL of a 10% methanol solution on day 0.

Ovaries, pedicels, and stem segments (as indicated in Fig. 1) were collected 48 h after application. For ovary treatment, 15 unpollinated ovaries (from flowers emasculated at day –2) and pedicels were collected together per replicate. In the case of shoot treatment, six plants per replicate were used. Three replicates were performed per treatment. All samples were then frozen in N₂ and homogenized in 80% methanol. After overnight agitation at 4°C, the extracts were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm and the supernatant was collected to determine [3H] concentration per ovary or per tissue section by radioactive scintillation counting using OptiPhase HiSafe 3 (Perkin-Elmer) as liquid scintillation cocktail. Extracts were also analyzed by HPLC (4-μm C₁₆, 15 cm long, 3.9 mm i.d.; Novapak; Millipore) using a 10% to 100% methanol gradient at 1 mL min⁻¹ over 40 min.

**Quantification of Endogenous IAA**

Unpollinated and pollinated 10-d-old ovaries, untreated and treated with NPA applied to the pedicel, were collected for IAA extraction. Aliquots of 15 mg fresh weight were extracted with 0.5 mL of sodium phosphate buffer (0.05 M; pH 7.0) in the presence of [3C]IAA (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories; 500 pg per sample) as internal standard as described by Edlund et al. (1995). The extract, after adjusting the pH with 1 M HCl to 2.7, was passed through a preequilibrated C₁₆ column (Isolute C₁₆-EC; International Sorbent Technology). The column was washed with 2 mL of 10% methanol solution containing 1% acetic acid, eluted with 2 mL of 70% methanol and 1% acetic acid, and the eluate was evaporated to dryness. The residue, dissolved in 0.2 mL of 2-propanol, was methylated with trimethylsilyl-diazomethane in hexane (Aldrich), taken to dryness under vacuum, and trimethylsilylated in 15 μL of O-bis(trimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide + 1% acetic acid, eluted with 2 mL of 70% methanol and 1% acetic acid, and the eluate was evaporated to dryness. The residue, dissolved in 0.2 mL of 2-propanol, was methylated with trimethylsilyl-diazomethane in hexane (Aldrich), taken to dryness under vacuum, and trimethylsilylated in 15 μL of acetonitrile plus 15 μL of N,O-bis(trimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide + 1% trimethyl chlorosilane. For gas chromatography-mass spectrometry analysis, the sample was dissolved in 20 mL of n-heptane and injected into a gas chromatograph (HP 6890 Series; Agilent Technologies) equipped with a 30-m × 0.25-mm i.d. analytical gas chromatography column with a 0.25 μm CP-Sil8 CB-MS stationary phase (Chrompack; Varian), using an autoinjector (HP 7683 Series; Agilent Technologies) coupled to a mass spectrometer (JMS-700 MSStation double-focusing magnetic sector instrument; JEOL) using the conditions described by Ljung et al. (2005). The amount of endogenous IAA in the sample was quantified by isotopic dilution as described by Ljung et al. (2005). All samples were analyzed using three biological replicates.

**Quantification of Endogenous GAs**

GAs were determined in unpollinated ovaries from intact plants and in parthenocarpic fruits developed after NPA application and in decapitated plants. Aliquots of 4 to 6 g fresh weight were extracted with ethanol, purified by solvent partition and HPLC, and quantified by gas chromatography-selected ion monitoring according to the protocol described elsewhere (Fos et al., 2002; Serrani et al., 2007c). Using [1H]GA₃ and [1H]GA₄ to monitor the separation of GAs after HPLC and [17,17,2H]GA₃, [17,17-2H]GA₄, [17,17,2H]GA₅, [17,17-2H]GA₆, [17,17-2H]GA₇, [17,17-2H]GA₈, and [17,17-2H]GA₉ (purchased from Prof. L. Mander, Australian National University; http://www.anu.edu.au) as internal standards for quantification. The concentrations of GAs in the extracts (three biological replicates) were determined using the calibration curves methodology.

**Quantitative RT-PCR**

Transcript levels were determined by absolute quantitative RT-PCR according to the methodology described in detail elsewhere (Serrani et al., 2008). Total RNA was isolated from ovaries using the RNAqueous-4PCR kit and Plant RNA Isolation Aid (Ambion, Applied Biosystems), and first-strand cDNA was synthesized using 1 μg of total RNA, random hexamers, and a TaqMan RT kit (Ambion), with the following thermocycling conditions: 95°C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 1 min, followed by 95°C for 15 s, 60°C for 1 min, and 95°C for 15 s. Aliquots of cDNA solutions were taken for quantitative RT-PCR using specific primers (Supplemental Table S1). Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix, and a 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). Absolute quantification was carried out using external standard curves as described elsewhere (Olmos et al., 2005). Briefly, short PCR fragments (80–200 bp) of the sequences of interest were obtained using the specific primers indicated in Supplemental Table S1 (in this case, each forward primer also contained the T7 promoter sequence 5'-TAATAC-GACTCAGATATAGGG-3') and cDNA from specific clones for each analyzed gene. These PCR fragments, containing the T7 promoter, were purified from a 3% agarose gel using a QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen) and transcribed in vitro with the Megahirtscript kit. Positive sense single-strand RNA (ssRNA) transcripts were transcribed with TURBO DNase to remove the DNA fragment used as template, purified by a glass filter-based system (MEGAClear kit), and used to synthesize first-strand cDNA as described before. Serial dilutions of cDNA solution corresponding to about 10⁴ to 10³ molecules of ssRNA were used to set up external standard curves under identical amplification conditions to those used to amplify RNA targets from samples. Moles of ssRNA template were calculated by taking into account average ribonucleoside mass (340 g mol⁻¹) and transcript base number (NB) according to the following equation: pmol ssRNA = x pg ssRNA × (1 pmol/340 pg) × (1/NB). Moles of ssRNA were estimated using the Avogadro's constant (6.023 × 10²³ molecules mol⁻¹). Absolute amounts of mRNA in samples were quantified using three biological replicates.

Sequence data from this article can be found in the GenBank/EMBL data libraries under accession numbers AB015675 (SICPS), AF049898 (SlGA2ox2), AF049899 (SlGA20ox2), AF049900 (SlGA3ox1), AB010991 (SlGA3ox1), AB010992 (SlGA3ox2), EF441351 (SlGA1x1), EF441352 (SlGA2ox2), EF441353 (SlGA2ox3), EF441354 (SlGA2ox4), and EF441355 (SlGA2ox5).
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The following materials are available in the online version of this article.

**Supplemental Figure S1.** Scheme of the GA metabolic pathway.

**Supplemental Figure S2.** HPLC profiles of applied [3H]IAA and 3H radioactivity recovered in extracts from material collected 48 h after application of [3H]IAA to the ovary or apex.

**Supplemental Figure S3.** Images of representative MT, MT-SP, and MT-D plants at six leaf (A) and at fruit-ripening (B) stages.

**Supplemental Table S1.** Primer sequences used for quantitative RT-PCR analysis of genes from GA metabolism.
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